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Abstract 
In this paper, a smartphone application is presented that was developed to lower the barrier to introduce particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) in lab courses. The first benefit is that a PIV system using smartphones and a continuous wave (cw-) laser 
is much cheaper than a conventional system and thus much more affordable for universities. The second benefit is that the 
design of the menus follows that of modern camera apps, which are intuitively used. Thus, the system is much less complex 
and costly than typical systems, and our experience showed that students have much less reservations to work with the system 
and to try different parameters. Last but not least the app can be applied in the field. The relative uncertainty was shown to be 
less than 8%, which is reasonable for quick velocity estimates. An analysis of the computational time necessary for the data 
evaluation showed that with the current implementation the app is capable of providing smooth live display vector fields of 
the flow. This might further increase the use of modern measurement techniques in industry and education.

Graphic abstract

1 Introduction

Smartphones considerably changed our behavior and com-
munication in recent years and are used on a daily (or even 
every minute) basis without any trouble by students. Fluid 
flows also belong to their daily experiences, however, the 
education of the basics of fluid mechanics or thermody-
namics is sometimes cumbersome. Due to the nonlinearity 
of the Navier–Stokes equations, it is difficult to establish 
an intuitive access to flows. This problem is best solved in 
practical sessions applying flow visualization techniques in 
wind or water tunnels and directly learn from observations. 
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Nowadays, often optical methods like particle imaging 
velocimetry (PIV) (Willert and Gharib 1991; Raffel et al. 
2018; Adrian and Westerweel 2011) or particle tracking 
velocimetry (PTV) are used for these purposes.

By adding tracer particles to the fluid and measuring their 
movement with digital camera equipment and advanced 
evaluation algorithms, these methods provide the possibil-
ity to measure velocities in a measurement plane or even 
a volume. Compared to point measurement methods such 
as laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) or hot wire anemom-
etry (HWA), the introduction of these measurement tech-
niques has already contributed enormously to a better and 
more intuitive understanding of flows. A recent overview 
of advanced methods is provided by Kähler et al. (2016). 
Unfortunately, a typical PIV/PTV setup consists of a (dou-
ble-) pulse laser, a scientific camera and a synchronization 
device. The costs for this equipment can easily add up to 
100,000 euro. Furthermore, the installation and set up is 
complex. For these reasons, universities often only offer 
practical courses for a small number of students in which 
students may not even be allowed to use and to set up the 
systems themselves since the equipment is used for scientific 
projects in parallel.

However, modern smartphones offer a great selection of 
different sensors and are easy to use. The camera technol-
ogy is quickly advancing, and the processors will become 
more and more powerful. For this reason, smartphones were 
already used for physical experiments in classes (Staacks 
et al. 2018; Klein et al. 2016), for plant identification in 
botanical classes (Mäder et al. 2021; Wäldchen and Mäder 
2018), for determining fluid properties (Chen et al. 2017; 
Goy et al. 2017; Solomon et al. 2016) and even for flow visu-
alization by Schlieren techniques (Settles 2018; Miller and 
Loebner 2016). The high frame rates of several hundred Hz 
captured by modern smartphone cameras enables their use 
for PIV. Cierpka et al. (2016) have shown that it is possible 
to use a smartphone with a continuous wave (cw-) laser for 
reliable velocity estimates in a plane. Kashyap et al. (2020) 
validated the image recoding of different smartphones using 
an open PIV software and achived relative differences below 
7% in comparison to numerical results. Käufer et al. (2020) 
extended the planar PIV system to stereoscopic PIV using 
two consumer action cameras and a modulated cw-laser 
and Aguirre-Pablo et al. (2017) even used smartphones and 
colored LEDs for a tomographic reconstruction of the veloc-
ity field in a jet. All these attempts were based on previously 
recorded videos that were later processed on a powerful 
workstation with conventional PIV software.

Only recently, a survey among students in engineering 
showed that there is a strong interest in a mobile applica-
tion (app) to perform PIV measurements  (Minichiello 
et al.2020). Therefore, the aim of the current study was 
to provide an app that allows for a direct evaluation of the 

data in order to enable students to directly see how the flow 
behavior changes when certain boundary conditions are var-
ied. Furthermore, this allows them to already estimate if the 
data processing with the current video setting will be suc-
cessful if a larger video will be captured. In addition, to the 
benefits a smartphone PIV application offers in laboratory 
courses, it can also be used for measurements in the field. 
For example, some of the app’s test users reported to use it 
for estimating the flow velocity of a river from a bridge by 
tracking air bubbles on the surface or to visualize entering 
mist through an opened window in the winter or the rising 
mist on heated walls on sunny winter mornings. Moreover, 
any kind of little experiments can easily be performed using, 
for instance, kitchen accessories to visualize the Marangoni 
effect in a cocking pot. Therefore, the app offers the pos-
sibility to demonstrate this measurement technique with 
such small experiments to children and people without fluid 
engineering background and to convey enthusiasm for such 
topics. In addition, it may also be used in wastewater treat-
ment plants or civil engineering of dams and channels. As 
this allows applications beyond education and from now on 
the term users instead of students will be used.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the design 
of the app is described, Sect. 3 provides details on the soft-
ware implementation for Android, iOS and Harmony OS. A 
validation experiment with known displacement is shown in 
Sect. 4 and a typical lab course example of the flow behind a 
cylinder is presented in Sect. 5 followed by a summary and 
outlook in Sect. 6.

2  The SmartPIV app

Since one of the major aims was to lower the technical bar-
rier in applying PIV, the app was designed to be very simi-
lar to common camera and video capturing apps. In Fig. 1, 
SmartPIV’s main screen is shown. For validation purposes, 
a rotating disk was equipped with a printed particle pattern. 

Fig. 1  Main menu of the SmartPIV app showing the option data eval-
uation, recording and live preview (here cross-correlation analysis of 
a rotating disk)
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The corresponding vectors can be seen in the live preview 
mode. The main advantage is that this live preview directly 
responds to changes of the motion of the particle pattern. 
In lab sessions, students can get a direct impression of the 
change in the velocity field when they vary flow parame-
ters. A color bar and the length and color of the displayed 
vectors will directly give an estimate for the magnitude of 
the vectors. In addition, the mean magnitude of the particle 
displacement (measured in pixels) per time step �t and the 
mean velocity magnitude are given, the latter in the case a 
scaling factor in units of millimeter per pixel is set to cal-
culate it from the displacement (more details on the topic 
follow in the subsequent discussion of Fig. 3). The mean 
particle displacement allows the users to estimate whether 
the settings (see Fig. 2) are appropriate for a larger video 
capture and a later evaluation of more data. The users can 
also choose between autofocus (AF) and manual focus (MF) 
where they set the focus via a slider. The autofocus helps to 
see if the mobile phone is placed accordingly but it is always 
recommended to turn off the camera’s autofocus during the 
measurements as in the case of changing light conditions, 
smartphones try to refocus sometimes, which may lower the 
frame rate for some time and change the optical magnifica-
tion. To minimize its influence would require specific post-
processing routines that are not included in the app. There-
fore, the manual focus can be used with the advantage that 
it is fixed for the duration of the image acquisition.

From the main menu, the user can directly go to the video 
capture mode by selecting the small camera icon above the 
green button. Alternatively, the current data can be exported 
by activating the capture icon below. In this case, the two 
current frames, an image overlaid with vectors, a text file 
with the main processing parameters, and text files with the 
underlying displacement data are stored in a specified folder 
on the device. This allows for a later use for example for flow 
analyses and lab reports.

In Fig. 2, the parameter settings for the two implemented 
data evaluation methods are shown. A main parameter in the 
settings menu is the frame rate of the camera. This frame 
rate fr determines the time difference between two succes-
sive frames �t = 1∕fr . The image recording is performed 
automatically, and the implementation will be described in 
Sect. 3. Different smartphone models support different maxi-
mum frame rates. For many models (including the hardware 
used for this study), this maximum frame rate is 240 Hz. 
This seems to be a typical value for consumer slow motion 
pictures at a typical resolution of 1280 × 720 pixel, and many 
systems support this frame rate already. From the software 
side, there is no limitation to chose also a higher frame rate 
if supported by the smartphone model. This will increase 
the measurable velocity range which is ∼ M ⋅ fr where M is 
the optical system’s magnification factor. A generic graph 
providing the limits for the measurable physical velocity for 

different magnifications and frame rates is provided in our 
previous work and may help to design the desired experi-
ment (Cierpka et al.2016). However, with increasing frame 
rate the duration for the illumination will decrease ∼ 1∕fr 
and often the intensity of the particle images gets very low 
using cw-lasers. One of the main drawbacks of consumer 
cameras for PIV is that they typically use a rolling shutter. 
This might result in systematic errors, especially when large 
pixel displacements shall be measured (Käufer et al.2020). 
However, the main scope was not to provide a high preci-
sion measurement system but an easily accessible app that 
features all basic PIV parameters that should be known for 
education.

The settings menu allows to choose the evaluation meth-
ods cross-correlation (CC) or optical flow (OF). The reason 
to introduce the OF in addition to the CC was to provide 
users with a less powerful smartphone processor access to 
the application since the CC algorithm is more demanding 
compared to the OF. Depending on the chosen method the 

Fig. 2  Parameter options for the two data evaluation modes of cross-
correlation (left) and optical flow analysis (right)
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parameter menu changes. Common settings for both meth-
ods are the hybrid recording (live data evaluation is done 
while recording videos), the scaling factor (for scaling the 
vector length in live display) and the export options for the 
data export.

On the left side of Fig. 2, the typical parameters for cross-
correlation are shown. These are in particular the interroga-
tion window size and the sample overlap (here implemented 
as sample offset, with a sample offset of 0.5 corresponding 
to 50% interrogation window overlap) that both can be set 
via software sliders. If the temporal evolution of the flow is 
slow or the flow is stationary, it is possible to show median 
vectors to remove spurious vectors from the live display. For 
this reason, also the range of frames, which are used to cal-
culate the median, can be set. Finally, it is possible to overlay 
the current grid for a better visual inspection and choice of 
interrogation window size and sample offset.

The settings associated with optical flow processing are 
shown on the right side of Fig. 2. The user can decide on the 
maximum number of features to be tracked. Especially for 
older hardware models, the computational time can be low-
ered if less features are chosen. For modern smartphones, the 
number of features does not affect the computational time 
significantly in the range between 0 and 500 (see Fig. 5). 
However, in some cases less vectors may be chosen to have 
a more clearly representation of the flow field. Similar as in 
the cross-correlation options, the evaluation from more than 
one double frame image can be overlaid. This parameter is 
currently referred to as ‘result count’.

When the settings are chosen, the results are immediately 
displayed in the live image. Users can directly see if the cur-
rent settings result in useful velocity data. When the flow 
field changes, the difference in the velocity fields is directly 
observable, which may result in a more intuitive access to 
the flow and an understanding of the main PIV processing 
parameters.

At this point, it has to be mentioned that no outlier detec-
tion (apart from the median calculation for cross-correlation) 
is implemented so far. On one hand, this would require addi-
tional processing resources and slows down the online evalu-
ation. On the other hand, the implementation of an outlier 
detection is a typical task in lab courses, and students can 
do this later on the basis of the stored displacement fields.

It was shown in a previous study that the camera optics 
are reasonable accurate if no additional wide field objective 
lenses are used (Cierpka et al.2016). For this reason, no cali-
bration function is implemented in the software. However, 
to have an estimate on the velocity in physical units, a menu 
to automatically determine a scaling factor and the relative 
position of the camera plane was implemented. As can be 
seen in Fig. 3, the system detects automatically the position 
of the corners of a square that serves as target and should be 
placed in the light-sheet plane. To be able to see the detected 

corners with the small blue circles, the smartphone was 
moved for the picture. The focus settings for this image are 
the same as in the main menu. If the detection was success-
ful the vertical and horizontal rotation angle will be given. 
This indicates if the target was placed correctly and is planar 
enough to give a proper scaling factor. If a more sophisti-
cated calibration, including image deformation correction 
of more complex experimental setups is necessary, videos 
with a typical calibration target can be captured. Later, users 
can extract the corresponding frames and develop their own 
calibration routines to convert image coordinates to physi-
cal coordinates in a post-processing step based on the stored 
displacement fields (Käufer et al.2020).

Since the main purpose of the app is the use in lab 
courses, it allows the storage of videos for later post-pro-
cessing. In contrast to the evaluation of only two frames, 
the videos are compressed using the smartphone’s preset 
compression methods. However, so far no significant influ-
ence of the image compression on the vector results could be 
seen (Cierpka et al.2016). The video capture enables users 
to test different processing parameters and to calculate mean 
flow fields based on the average vector fields of a video. The 
video capturing works as in a typical camera app. In the 
hybrid mode (see settings menu in Fig. 2), the app shows the 

Fig. 3  Automatic calibration menu to determine a scaling between 
physical units and image coordinates. The target was displaced to 
make the corner detection visible
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estimate of the velocity vectors while recording a high speed 
video for later analysis as can be seen in Fig. 4. The recorded 
duration of the video is shown in the upper left of the screen, 
and the recording can be stopped by the big red button.

3  Implementation

The SmartPIV app was implemented as a multi-platform app 
being available for Android, iOS and Harmony OS devices. 
The Google open-source Flutter framework (Google 2021) 
was used for the development of all user interfaces and high-
level application logic, i.e., export, file handling, settings. 
Flutter forms an abstraction layer between the operating 
system and the application software and allows to write just 
one codebase for large parts of the software, i.e., there is 
no need to program individual versions of SmartPIV per 
operating system, which simplifies maintenance and guar-
antees that all systems share the same functionality. Flutter 
apps are developed in Dart, an object-oriented programming 
language characterized by a C-style syntax.

However, since the major aim was an efficient implemen-
tation, all frame grabbing and analysis parts were devel-
oped as device-specific algorithms and programs, i.e., Java 
and C for Android and Swift for iOS. These device specific 
solutions allow to adapt closely to the camera hardware and 
to utilize efficient mechanisms for the intensive analytical 
computations. On both platforms, frames are acquired from 
a H.264 (aka MPEG-4 Part 10) compressed video stream 
for the analysis. This utilizes the highest supported encod-
ing level per device ensuring for best video quality. It was 
found that this is the only option when aiming for a widely 
applicable non-hardware-dependent implementation. How-
ever, in future versions of the app, it may be possible to 
adaptively select more up-to-date codecs like H.265 or let 
the user choose a preferred codec. Aiming for an efficient 
implementation of algorithms, e.g., Apple’s Accelerate was 
utilized for the iOS implementation, a high-performance, 

energy-efficient hardware-accelerated compute framework. 
Accelerate allows to, e.g., off-load the cross-correlation’s 
large matrix multiplications to the phone’s vector processing 
capabilities and thereby enables a massively parallelized and 
fast computation.

In Fig. 5, the computational time for the determination 
of the displacement field for cross-correlation (red curves 
and top x-axis) and for optical flow (blue curves and bot-
tom x-axis) for Android (cross symbols) and iOS (circles) 
are shown. Note that a reversed x-axis in the bottom is used 
since decreasing numbers of features in the OF method cor-
respond to an increasing sample offset of the CC method 
in a way that both lead to a decreasing number of resulting 
vectors. The analysis was performed on an OnePlus 7T Pro 
(Android 10)1 and an Apple iPhone X (iOS 14.3)2 and is 
based on ten repeated measurements to minimize the influ-
ence of operating system and hardware features that may 
influence execution speed. The mean values of these tests 
are plotted in the figure. Among the ten consecutive meas-
urements, the evaluation time varied on the order of 1 ms. 
During these tests, no data transfer of other background 
application were running. However, it can be expected, that 
the evaluation time will increase for certain processes. An 
influence of the battery status was not observed.

In the case of cross-correlation, the analysis was per-
formed using an interrogation window size of 64 × 64 pixel 
on images with a total size of 1280 × 720 pixel. For the 
analysis, the sample offset was changed. A value for the 

Fig. 4  In the hybrid mode, the app shows the estimate of the velocity 
vectors while recording a high speed video for later analysis for the 
lab protocol

1 https:// www. gsmar ena. com/ onepl us_ 7t_ pro- 9872. php.
2 https:// www. gsmar ena. com/ apple_ iphone_ x- 8858. php.

Fig. 5  Computational time for the determination of the displace-
ment field for cross-correlation (CC) for different sample offsets (red 
curves and top x-axis) and for optical flow (OF) changing the number 
of tracked features (blue curves and bottom x-axis) for Android (cross 
symbols) and iOS (circles)

https://www.gsmarena.com/oneplus_7t_pro-9872.php
https://www.gsmarena.com/apple_iphone_x-8858.php
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sample offset 0.5 results in a sample overlap of 50% (920 
vectors), 1 no offset using adjacent (220 vectors) interro-
gation windows and for 1.5 (104 vectors) the interrogation 
windows are increasingly separated excluding the region in 
between from the analysis. For the highest number of vec-
tors, the computational time for the iOS implementation was 
about 140 ms whereas for the Android version it was only 
105 ms. The computational time decreases with a decreasing 
number of vector fields for both systems. At a sample offset 
of 0.7, the iOS implementation is faster than the Android 
implementation. This is probably due to the fact that the 
calculation is conducted by vector processing units and the 
time needed to split the image into interrogation windows 
and transfer the data to the GPU becomes less important 
for a smaller number of interrogation windows. However, 
for the typical case of no sample offset the computational 
time is in the order of 35–56 ms for the iOS and Android 
implementation, respectively.

As can be seen on the blue curves the optical flow method 
is much faster for both systems and starts with about 30 ms 
for one tracked feature (please note that the axis is reversed 
to have a decreasing number of vectors starting from the 
left). Whereas the computational time does not change with 
the number of features for the iOS implementation, a slight 
increase is visible with increasing numbers of tracked fea-
tures for the Android implementation up to 36 ms. The com-
putational effort for the optical flow analysis is thus over a 
wide range in the same order of magnitude as the case of 
no sample offset using 64 × 64 pixel interrogation windows. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the current implementa-
tion of both methods for Android and iOS are reasonably fast 
enough for a live vector display.

The time for frame grabbing ( ∼3 ms Android, ∼20 ms 
iOS) and the vector display ( ∼15 ms) remains constant for 
all methods and adds up to the computational time so that 
the total processing times range between 50 and 160 ms. 
Therefore, the rate of refreshment of the live display changes 
between 6 and 20 Hz depending on the settings. As the 
refreshment rate of about 10–15 Hz will be considered by 
the human eye as a continuous motion the data evaluation by 
the smartphones is in most cases fast enough for a smooth 
live display of the vector field and changes in the flow, which 
was one of the major aims of the app development.

4  Validation

4.1  Synthetic images with ground truth

To test if in the implementation of the code was done in 
proper way, synthetic images with known ground truth were 
generated and evaluated by the different methods for the 
Android and iOS system. For image generation, the freely 

available synthetic image generator provided by PivTec 
GmbH was used.3 The particle images were randomly dis-
tributed. They had a particle image diameter of 2.5 pixel and 
show a uniform displacement of 5.5 pixel in the x-direction 
and 1.7 pixel in the y-direction, respectively. Two image 
pairs with a size of 512 × 512 pixel and two different particle 
image densities of about 0.02 and 0.04 particles per pixel 
(ppp) were simulated. These parameters are very well suited 
for precise cross-correlation analysis (Raffel et al.2018). The 
synthetic images had no noise, and the pixel fill factor was 
set to 100%. To get a visual impression, the synthetic images 
for a particle image density of 0.02 ppp and 0.04 ppp are 
shown in Fig. 6 on the left and right side, respectively.

In addition to the evaluation with the smartphone app, 
the cross-correlation analysis was also performed using the 
commercially avaliable software package PIVview2C 3.9.3 
by PivTec GmbH. This package performed very well on the 
latest PIV challenge (Kähler et al.2016) and could indicate if 
the scatter in the results of the smartphone-based evaluation 
is due to a wrong implementation of the algorithms. In order 
to have comparable results the same evaluation parameters 
were used for the software package (no image preprocess-
ing, single pass evaluation, 64 × 64 pixel windows, sam-
ple overlap 0.5). At this point it has to be mentioned that 
PIVview2C has advanced parameter settings and routines 
that should be used for the evaluation of real experimental 
images and would give much better results than presented 
here as a benchmark. In addition, no outlier filters were used 
for post-processing. Therefore, the results are not representa-
tive of the best practice use of advanced PIV algorithms 
but represent the same level of evaluation complexity as the 
current smartphone implementation.

As can be seen in Table 1 all different algorithms are able 
to determine the displacement for this ideal conditions well. 
The mean displacement never deviates more than 0.04 pixel 

Fig. 6  Synthetic particle images with a uniform displacement of 5.5 
pixel in the x-direction and 1.75 pixel in the y-direction for a particle 
image density of 0.02 ppp (left) and 0.04 ppp (right)

3 https:// www. pivtec. com/.

https://www.pivtec.com/
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from the ground truth, which indicates that the algorithms 
are implemented correctly on the smartphones. However, the 
measured standard deviations differ among the algorithms. 
For the analysis with the commercial software 0.01–0.03 
pixel are determined. This is in the same order as for the 
CC analysis on the smartphones. The standard deviation for 
the optical flow methods is almost one order of magnitude 
higher than for the cross correlation. This is caused by only 
several ( ∼10 ) outliers, which differ strongly in the displace-
ment amplitude. To highlight this finding, the histograms 
for the displacement for a particle image density of 0.04 
ppp are presented in Fig. 7. As can be seen the displacement 
distribution is much more narrow for the analysis with OF 
in comparison to the CC methods.

In summary, it can be stated that the algorithms are well 
implemented and give an accuracy that is close to the one by 
commercially available software if most advanced features 
(e.g., window weighting, multi-grid processing, multi-pass 
evaluation, etc.) are turned off in that software.

4.2  Experimental images without ground truth

To get an impression of the accuracy of the algorithms and 
determine whether systematic problems like, e.g., peak 
locking occur, experimental images will be used here. 
These were acquired with a smartphone a video sequence 
as described in Sect. 5. Four frames were extracted that 
show a signal to noise ratio (here defined as the ratio of the 
mean background peak in the histogram to the mean parti-
cles intensity) of ∼10 . The images suffer from the rolling 
shutter and short particle image streaks in regions of larger 
velocities (Cierpka et al.2016; Käufer et al.2020). A visual 
impression can be seen in Fig. 11. The evaluation was done 
with PIVview2C using a multigrid evaluation starting with 

128 × 128 pixel interrogations windows. The final window 
size was 64 × 64 pixel with 50% overlap. Outlier detection 
with the normalized median test with (standard deviation 
< 3) and interpolation was used to smooth the vector fields. 
For the smartPIV only the results for iOS are shown, as the 
Android results are very similar as demonstrated above. The 
vector field for the first image pair can be seen in Fig. 8 in 
the top. Due to different coordinate systems, the vector posi-
tions for the correlation methods do not coincide. However, 
the main features of the flow field can be seen. As inherent to 
the method the vector position for the optical flow evaluation 
are randomly distributed, but show also good agreement by 
visual inspection. The outlier test and the advanced process-
ing parameter for the commercial software give especially 
in the region of the cylinder wake and close to the walls 
different results in comparison to the simple processing by 

Table 1  Mean displacement and standard deviation for the differ-
ent algorithms for the case of synthetic images with known ground 
truth displacement of 5.5 pixel in the x-direction and 1.7 pixel in the 
y-direction, respectively

Particle image 
density in ppp

Algorithm Mean displacement in px

�X± SD ( �X) �Y± SD ( �Y)

0.04 PIVview2C 5.49 ± 0.01 1.69 ± 0.03
Android CC 5.47 ± 0.02 1.69 ± 0.02
Android OF 5.51 ± 0.19 1.69 ± 0.15
iOS CC 5.47 ± 0.02 1.69 ± 0.02
iOS OF 5.50 ± 0.07 1.68 ± 0.09

0.02 PIVview2C 5.49 ± 0.02 1.69 ± 0.02
Android CC 5.47 ± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02
Android OF 5.54 ± 0.56 1.68 ± 0.05
iOS CC 5.47 ± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.02
iOS OF 5.50 ± 0.08 1.68 ± 0.05

Fig. 7  Histograms of the measured displacement in the x-direction 
(top) and in the y-direction (bottom) for a particle image density of 
0.04 ppp
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the app. For this reason, the grey marked vectors were fil-
tered out for the analysis of the histograms in Fig. 8 in the 
middle and bottom part. In the middle, the histogram for 
the displacement in x-direction for all four double frames 
can be seen. The agreement between the advanced cross-
correlation analysis and the smartPIV app is well. The mean 
displacements for the commercial software are 6.45 pixel 
and 6.05 pixel for the smartphone app, respectively. This 
difference is due to the different processing and would be 
minimal if the same simple processing would be used for 
both methods. However, the good agreement shows that in 
the case of high signal to noise ratios (here ∼10 ) the results 
by the smartphone app are reasonably good.

The histogram for the optical flow method differs much 
stronger. This is expected, since the algorithm determines 
only results for certain features and does not guarantees 
a uniform spatial vector distribution. In the current case, 
especially features with smaller displacements seem to be 
favoured. However, if the randomly distributed vectors were 
interpolated onto a similar grid as for the cross-correlation 
analysis the resulting vector fields agree very well, as shown 
in Sect. 5.

In the bottom part of Fig. 8, the histogram of the sub-
pixel displacements abs(�X − round(�X)) are shown. The 
bins are chosen to match the stored accuracy of 0.01 pixel for 
the smartphone app. As can be seen, the sub-pixel displace-
ment is uniformly distributed, and no indication of system-
atic errors or peak locking can be seen.

4.3  Experimental images with ground truth

For a validation using experimental images with a known 
ground truth, a printed particle pattern, with a radius of 
roughly 40 mm, was attached to a optical chopper blade that 
is closed-loop controlled and provides a uniform clockwise 
ration. The rotation rate n can be preset precisely and the 
value of the circumferential velocity � as function of the 
radius r can be determined by �(r) = 2� × r × n . For the val-
idation experiment, the scaling factor was determined with 
the procedure described above, and the frame rate was set to 
fr = 240 Hz which results in displacements in the order of 
10 pixel for the current optical magnification. For the optical 
flow method (OF), a maximum number of 500 features were 
chosen, and for the cross-correlation analysis, the window 
size was set to 64 × 64 pixel with a sample offset of 0.85. 
This results in an overlap of 15% or 10 pixel. The vector field 
in the region of interest for both methods as stored by the 
app is shown in Fig. 9 in the upper part with OF on the left 
and CC on the right side of the figure.

As can be seen, the optical flow method shows randomly 
distributed vectors attached to features with strong contrast that 
indicate the clockwise rotation. In that case also the outer rim 
of the disk shows velocity vectors. The underlying grid for the 

Fig. 8  Vector field of the first image pair (top). Grey dots indicate the 
filtered vectors for the histograms. Histograms of the measured dis-
placement in the x-direction (middle) and histogram of the sub-pixel 
displacements in x-direction (bottom) in a region downstream the cyl-
inder
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cross-correlation analysis was not shown in order to improve the 
visibility of the vectors. The clockwise rotation is also clearly vis-
ible for the cross-correlation analysis on the right. However, since 
no outlier filter is applied also the erroneous vectors as a result of 
correlation of image noise in regions without movement can be 
seen. In order to assess the errors of the respective methods, the 
center of the rotating disk was determined using image process-
ing to a accuracy of a pixel, and the circumferential velocity was 
plotted over the radius as can be seen in the lower part of Fig. 9. 
The scatter plot of the estimated vectors follows the theoretical 
value well. For both methods, the velocity data were fitted with 
a line through the origin. Both fits show good agreement with 
the theoretical values, the fit for the optical flow analysis almost 
perfectly matches the theoretical profile.

To quantify the scattering, the standard deviation of the 
difference between measured velocity and theoretical value 
was calculated to be 10.34 mm/s for the cross-correlation 
analysis and 8.49 mm/s for the optical flow method. The 
relative mean absolute deviation from the theoretical value 
is 8.0% for optical flow and 7.4% for the cross-correlation 
in the current case.

It has to be mentioned that no special precautions were taken 
to ensure that the image plane and the plane of the rotating parti-
cle pattern were perfectly parallel. The smartphone was adjusted 
with the naked eye as might be typical for a lab session or an 
experiment in the field. In addition, it is not known for smart-
phones if the image sensor is placed in parallel to any accessible 
edge of its frame that can be used for adjustment. For this rea-
son, the experiment was repeated multiple times with completely 
removing and rearranging the smartphone. The uncertainty esti-
mates were always in the same order.

4.4  Summary validation

To sum up, the implemented algorithms show a maximum 
deviation of 0.04 pixel for the displacement determination 
using ideal noise-free images. Furthermore, no systematic 
errors can be seen using images acquired by the smart-
phone camera in agreement to the previous study (Cierpka 
et al.2016). The relative mean absolute deviation from the 
theoretical known velocity was 8.0 and 7.4% for optical flow 
and the cross-correlation, respectively, which includes all 
uncertainties from the whole measurement chain (calibra-
tion, adjustment, changes in illumination, printed pattern, 
black dots in comparison to bright particle images, etc.).

5  Typical lab course setup

A typical setup for educational purposes may consist of a 
cw-laser for illumination. For the current example, the flow 
past a cylinder was chosen. A cylinder with d = 0.8 cm in 
diameter was installed in a 5 × 5 cm2 cross-sectional water 
channel that introduces unsteady oscillating vortex motion 
in the wake flow. The blockage is 16% which results in small 
deviations of the flow in comparison to a cylinder in free 
flow. However, the experiment is mainly used to introduce 
basic concepts in fluid dynamics, and thus, the influence can 
be considered as negligible. The mean flow velocity was set 
to about ū = 0.18 m/s which results in a Reynolds number 
of roughly Re ≈ 1500. For illumination, a cw-laser diode 
(Z-Laser GmbH, 40 mW) with a wavelength of 532 nm was 
chosen. Polyamid particles with a diameter of dp = 20 � m 
and a density of �p = 1150 kg/m3 were used as tracer par-
ticles. Since the resulting Stokes number of St ≈ 6 × 10−4 
was less than 10−1 , these particles can follow the flow with 
high fidelity (Raffel et al.2018). A photograph of the setup 
is shown in Fig. 10. The smartphone in front of the field of 
view can clearly be seen. The vectors in the insert already 
indicate the flow direction from left to right. The light sheet 
was adjusted to have the highest intensity close to the cylin-
der and is shining through the transparent test section from 
the top. It has to mentioned, that the current setup should 
be more secured for the use in practical sessions with many 

Fig. 9  Validation experiment using a rotating disk with a printed par-
ticle pattern. Evaluated data with the optical flow algorithm for the 
Android app (top, left) and cross-correlation analysis (top, right). Cir-
cumferential velocity over the radius for both methods and the theo-
retical value. The indicated standard deviation is the standard devia-
tion of the difference between measured and theoretical velocity
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users/students using non-combustible curtain to cover the 
laser light. Moreover, LED-based illumination can replace 
the laser light since it has only little disadvantages, for 
instance in light sheet thickness, compared to laser light 
sheets which is not of great importance for laboratory classes 
or rough field estimates.

Figure 11 shows an example for the stored images for the 
measurement of the flow around the cylinder for Re ≈ 1500 
with fr = 240 Hz for optical flow (top) and cross-correlation 
analysis (bottom). It can clearly be seen that the flow is com-
ing from left to right and is much faster above and below the 
cylinder wake. The wake flow with vortices is also visible. 
In this case, no calibration target was introduced in the water 
tunnel, and therefore, no specific scaling was set. The calcu-
lation of the averaged velocity in the snapshots is therefore 
not correct in physical units. However, the exported data 
were later scaled by the known size of the cross section. The 
scaling factor was determined to be 13.5 pixel per mm, and 
the velocity vectors in physical scale are shown in Fig. 12. 
The mean displacement per �t indicates a maximum shift 
of around 10 pixel between two successive frames and is in 
the same order of magnitude for both methods. This means 
that also for the optical flow a representative distribution of 
features are detected in the field of view.

In the top of Fig. 12, the velocity vector field that was 
exported by the app and evaluated with optical flow is 
shown. For the contour plot, the data were interpolated on 
the same grid as used for the cross-correlation analysis. The 
instantaneous vectors are shown (5 times enlargement for 
display) in blue. At the upper and bottom wall, the boundary 
layers can clearly be distinguished. Also, the higher veloci-
ties close to the cylinder can be clearly seen. Moreover, the 
vortices in the wake are visible, and one may even indi-
cate vortices of alternating vorticity for larger downstream 

Fig. 10  Typical educational setup using a cw-laser for the light sheet 
generation for the illumination from the top in a small water channel. 
The insert shows the live preview of the flow past a cylinder

Fig. 11  Saved images with vector overlay for the flow past a cylinder 
for Re ≈ 1500. Optical flow (top) and cross-correlation analysis (bot-
tom)

Fig. 12  Extracted and scaled velocity vectors for the flow past a cyl-
inder for Re ≈ 1500. Optical flow (top) and cross-correlation analysis 
(bottom)
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distances. It has to be mentioned, that even if the results 
look similar, the optical flow method is not the same like 
particle tracking velocimetry. Whereas in particle tracking 
velocimetry, the center positions of identified particles are 
detected, and later, algorithms are used to find the corre-
sponding particle positions in the next frame (see for exam-
ple Cierpka et al. 2013), optical flow works on the images 
and tracks ’features’ (high intensity gradients) between suc-
cessive frames. However, the resulting vectors are also ran-
domly distributed in the measurement plane as also known 
from PTV. For comparisons among the different algorithms 
(PIV, PTV, OF) for experimental velocity measurements, 
the interested reader is referred to the latest PIV challenge 
(Kähler et al. 2016).

In the lower part of Fig. 12, the velocity vector field eval-
uated with cross-correlation with a window size of 64 × 64 
pixel and a sample offset of 0.5 is presented. Due to the 
larger window sizes, the velocity is somewhat underesti-
mated in regions of high velocity gradients in comparison to 
the optical flow method. In general, this could be improved 
by using smaller interrogation windows, but in the current 
case the amount of spurious vectors became to high using 
a window size of 32 × 32 pixel. However, all the features 
described above can also be seen in the snapshot.

In Fig. 13, the averages from ten successive evaluations 
that were exported by the app for the respective processing 
scheme are shown. For the cross-correlation analysis, the 
mean of all ten fields is plotted, whereas, for the evalua-
tion with optical flow, the data from all ten vector fields 
were interpolated onto the same grid as used for the cross-
correlation analysis for better comparison. For both fields, 
the averaged vectors on the same grid are shown (3 times 
enlargement for display) in black. The velocity distribu-
tion matches quite well as was expected from the validation 
experiment. Obviously, a representative number of features 
were tracked by the optical flow analysis and the underesti-
mation of the velocity in high gradient regions is not severe 
for the cross-correlation analysis as one interrogation win-
dow corresponds to 4.7 × 4.7 mm2 with a vector spacing of 
2.4 mm in each direction.

6  Summary and outlook

Particle image velocimetry was successfully implemented as 
an intuitively useable smartphone software application (app) 
offering live cross-correlation analysis and optical flow. This 
lowers significantly the costs for universities and allows to 
perform practical sessions using PIV. Furthermore, precon-
ceptions that PIV is a complex and difficult to apply tech-
nique are reduced. This may help to increase the number of 
applications in industries once the students that are familiar 
with PIV leave the university. In times where the pandemic 
demands a minimum of shared laboratory equipment the use 
of the own smartphone still allows experiments and lowers 
the risk of spreading the virus. The app can also be used in 
industrial situations or in the field, where a rough estimate 
of the flow velocity is of interest.

The system allows for individual measurements of flow 
velocities by users. An estimate for the uncertainty was 
determined by an experiment of a rotating disk, which shows 
that the relative mean absolute deviation was in the order of 
8% from the theoretical value. An experiment of the flow 
around a cylinder using 240 Hz frame rate showed that the 
main features of the flow could be resolved properly. The 
vector fields can be exported in different formats, and later, 
post-processing strategies can be tested as homework for 
students to deepen the understanding of the various methods. 
Furthermore, videos can be captured and later be processed 
in order to determine the effects of interrogation window 
sizes and compare optical flow and cross-correlation meth-
ods for further education.

In the future, also different post-processing filters will be 
implemented to be able to exclude outliers for a better over-
view. In addition the multi-grid analysis will be implemented 
to increase the dynamic velocity range. It is also planned to 
add more intuitive forms of distance calibration that have 

Fig. 13  Averaged extracted and scaled velocity vectors for the flow 
past a cylinder for Re ≈ 1500. Optical flow (top) and cross-correlation 
analysis (bottom)
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previously been studied by our groups (Hofmann et al.2019) 
or even use automatic position detection of the smartphones 
GPS sensors. In the future, it might be also possible to use the 
very powerful LEDs of smartphones to set up a light sheet 
illumination. Alternatively, so-called smart lightning devices 
that can be controlled via bluetooth with a smartphone might 
be used. These devices could be already arranged in a stripe of 
LEDs, providing a sheet-like illumination as desired for PIV. 
Two smartphones might then be enough for a rough veloc-
ity estimate in the field. Ideas for further development might 
also be the connection of more than one smartphone to allow 
stereoscopic or tomographic measurements. Furthermore, the 
app will be continuously updated based on experiences of the 
users and lab instructors.

7  Download

The app is free and was tested on many modern smartphones. 
It can be downloaded at in the corresponding app stores for 
Android,4 for iOS,5 and for Harmony OS.6 The authors would 
be happy for feedback that helps to improve the app.
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